ADJUSTABLE TRANSMISSION TORQUE (ATT) WITH SAFETY OUTPUT TORQUE LIMITER (SOTL)

SX HD - ATT - SOTL INDEXERS

Same external dimensions of a standard indexer & HER Reducer

The best-selling indexer series SX HD ITALPLANT add a new power: the adjustable internal torque limiter, which protects the indexer and your equipment from damage by overloads. It helps to limit any damage due to crash stops and jams.

First in the world.
♦ Synchronous

♦ Torque with possibility of setting

♦ Limiter in oil bath

♦ High-load bearing

♦ No external add-ons: same size of a standard indexers.

♦ A position sensor externally mounted shows the release

♦ Use the same fixtures holes on dial rotating plate - available on request

PLEASE CONTACT OUR TECHNICAL OFFICE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION